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A general Chebyshev complex function approximation procedure
and an application to beamforming

R. L. Streit and A. H. Nuttall
Naval Underwater Systems Center, New London Laboratory, New London, Connecticut 06320
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A new computational technique is described for the Chebyshev, or minimax, approximation of a
given complex valued function by means of linear combinations of given complex valued basis
functions. The domain of definition of all functions can be any finite set whatever. Neither the
basis functions nor the function approximated need satisfy any special hypotheses beyond the
requirement that they be defined on a common domain. Theoretical upper and lower bounds on
the accuracy of the computed Chebyshev error are ~erived. These bounds permit both a priori and
a posteriori error assessments. Efforts to extend the method to functions whose domain of
definition is a continuum are discussed. An application is presented involving "re-shading" a 50-
element antenna array to minimize the effects of a 10% element failure rate, while maintaining
full steering capability and mainlobe beamwidth.

P ACS numbers: 43.60.Gk, 43.30. Vh

LIST OF SYMBOLS G j(z;a) the projection of the error curve e. (z;a)

f the given complex valued function to be onto the real axis of the complex plane
approximated after a rotation through the angle B}; de-

h"...,h. the given basis functions; linear combi- fined by Eq. (A3)
nations of these functions are used toap- M.p(f) essentially an approximation to the

proximatef number E. (fl; defined by Eq. (A4)
Q.. t~e given finite point set; approxima- a any coefficient vector for which M.p (f)

tlons to f a~e constru~ted.on the.m ele- is actually attained; a is essentially an
ments of thIs set. (Ordmanly, Q.. IS a set approximation to the vector a (see
of complex numbers; however, Q.. can above)
be any finite set on whichfand hk are ...
d fi d ) g". (f) the maxImum magnitude error commit-e ne . p d . h ffi . .

dth I fQ te usIng t e coe clent vector a; e-Z"...'zm e e ements 0 m fi d .
Th A2ne m eorem(a"...,a.) = a any vector of complex numbers used as . . .

coefficients of the basis functions u(zl,v(z) the real and ImagInary parts, respectlve-
h"...,h. Iy, off(z). . .

e (z.a) the complex error "curve" of the ap- rk (Z),sk (z) the real and ImagInary parts, respectlve-. ., proximationtofaffordedbythecoeffi- Iy,ofthebasisf~nctionhk(z). .

i . t t d fi edb Eq (AI) R,s realmxnmatnceswhoseentnesmthef clen vec or a; e n y .
I, E. (f) the actual maximum magnitude error jth row and kt.h column are rk (z j) and

committed by the "best" (i.e., Cheby- Sk (z jJ' respectIvely. Used to construct
shev, or minimax) approximation to f matnx B (sc:e bel~w) .
by linear combinations of h"...,h.; de- bk ,Ck the real and Ima~mary parts, ~espectl~e-
fined by Eq. (A21 Iy, of the coefficIent ak of basis functIon

a any coefficient vector for which E. (f) is hk .
t II tt . d -. .ts If . t Bx =g the real overdetermIned system on mpac ua y a aIDe ; a IS I e approxlma - . .

ed b . ( bel ) equatIons m 2n unknowns, whose Che-

yasee ow h I . . Id I " hCO th I t f all t I f bys ev so utlon Yle s a so utlon a to t e
e usua vec or space 0 n up es 0

I b problem M.p (fl; see the paragraph con-comp ex num ers ..
Eq (A6) . d . 1 f. .

t t th I t tammg. tor etal s 0 construc-p a gIven m eger grea er an or equa 0 .
2; the larger p, the better will be the ap- A tlon
proximation of 11 by a (see Theorems Al Ox = g analogous to Bx = g when the solution
and A21 vector a is forced to be a vector of real

B"...,B2p angles defined in LemmaA2 and depen- numbers; see Eq. (A7) for details
dent only onp other all notations not in this glossary are un-

R. (z;a) the real part of the error curve e. (z;al derstood to be "local"; that is, they are
I. (z;a) the imaginary part of the error curve used only in the context of the particular

e. (z;al paragraphs which contain them
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INTRODUCTION First, an initial set of m >n real points I z1 I;" was specified
The approximation of desired or given functional be- and t~e ~hebyshev n?rm mini~i~ed in t~e usual f~hion,

haviorby finite sets of simpler or specified basis functions is a resultIng m the coefficient set IOk I.. For this set of optimum
recurrent problem in many fields. For example, in the math- coefficients, the locations {z: J: of the largest peaks of
ematical field, we might wish to approximate a (desired) Ie. Iz;o)1 were located, by setting the derivative e~ (z;o) to zero

complex integral by a set of (simpler 1 sinusoidal components. and solving numerically for I z: J:; the number I of such
Orin an antenna array processing application, we often want peaks will generally be less than m, but larger than n. [This
to realize a (given) low side-lobe behavior by means of an approach presumes the availability of computable expres-
array with Ispecified) elemtnt locations which are not under sions for f'(z) and I h k (z) J ~ .] Then the modified set of points
our control. I z:1: were used for another Chebyshev minimization, re-

For the case where the given functional behavior and suIting in coefficient set lo~ I~. Repetition of this procedure
the specified basis functions are all real valued and defined stabilized after a few trials with a unique set of {Zi I: at which
on a finite discrete data set, and where the approximation is the maximum errors were equal and irreducible. In the ex-
afforded by a real-weighted linear combination of these basis amples tried in Nuttall! the number of peaks I at which the
functions, the optimum solution for minimizing the maxi- magnitude error Ie. (z;O) I was largest and equal turned out to
mum magnitude error, i.e., the Chebyshev norm is in very be n + 1. Further discussion of this recursive approach is
good shape due to a fine algorithm given in Barrodale and given in Sec. II.
Phillips.1.2 Specifically, this algorithm solves the following Our method, as presented in the Appendix, is not inher-
mathematical problem: given real constants [j, I, I hik I, ently restricted to arrays of any particular geometry, but
where l<i<m, l<k<n, m>n, the real quantities {Ok 1 ~ are does assume that interelement effects (mutual coupling) can
determined that minimize the maximum absolute value of be ignored. In the most general case of a spatial or volume-
the error residuals tric array, the method proposed here can still be applied. All

. the functions in Eq. (1) are then functions of spherical coordi-
ei~J.- I okhik' for l<i<m. (1) natesl8,1p),sothefinitedomainofapproximationbecomes

. . k - I . an appropriately chosen finite set 118k ,lpk) J instead of a set
This algonthm ~as rece~tly .been u~ to good advantage m of complex numbers. This difference does not in any way
a.n a~y p~ocessmg .appll~tlon to design ~ome real sym~et- affect the mathematical properties of our method; rather it
nc "!'elghtlng fun~tlons with very good slde-lobe.behaVl?r, affects the size of the numerical problem to be solved and
subJec,t to constraints on the rate of decay of the distant side consequently, the computer effort required for its solution.

lobes.. .' For large enough arrays, such effort ultimately becomes pro-
Here we wish to employ the algonthm, as descnbed hibitive' where that point lies depends upon the designer and

above for real variables in Eq. (1), for the minimization of the the appiication.

Chebyshev norm of Although our method is applied only to single-frequen-
e Iz;o)~f(z) - ~ 0 h (z), (21 cy design problems f?r arrays, it~n aI~obeapplied to broad-

. k.l::l k k band frequency design by sampling m frequency space as. . well. This again adds to the computer effort of solution, but
whenf(z) and I hk (z) J I are complex, and z can take values m does not affect the basic mathematical method.
~ arbit~ finite discrete point set. Th~ weighting coeffi- We use no weighting function in Eq. 12), and so the
clen~ {Ok! I may be com~le~, or alternatively, they may be resulting farfield beam patterns have a level side-lobe struc-
restnct~ to be .real..Appllc~tlons are afforded ~y an antenna ture. For example, the classical Dolph-Chebyshev array de-
arra~ with. arbltranly speclfi~ element locations, but. em- sign can be reproduced by our method. If such a level side-
ploymg wetg.hts that are restncted to be real, or alternatively lobe structure is not desired, then use of an appropriate
by array welg.hts that are also aIlow~ to. be phased (com- weighting function in Eq. (2) is easily incorporated into our
plex). Numencal examples and applications of the tech- method without altering the algorithm in any essential way.
nique, some efforts attempted for extending the method to a
continuum of values of z, and a discussion constitute the rest
of the main body of the paper. In the Appendix the basic I. APPLICATION TO ARRAY DESIGN WITH A

mathematical theory and algorithm for the minimization of CONSTRAINT

Eq. (2) is developed. Streit and Nuttall' present a FORTRAN Consider a linear antenna array with N elements,locat-
program in a form which should be useful to readers interest- ed at arbitrary fixed positions Ix k ! ~, receiving a plane-wave
ed in applying the technique to their own particular applica- arrivalofwavelengthJ.. from direction 8., - 11"/2<8. <11"/2,

tions; unfortunately the listing is too long to include here. [A relative to a normal to the array. If the array is steered to
brief study of the appendix, especially with regard to Eq. look in direction 8" -11"/2<8, <11"/2, then the complex
IA6), should enable interested readers to write their own pro- transfer function of the beamformer is given by
gram. I "

Although the above algorithm' is limited to a discrete
T( )= IN ( - .d \ (3

)f . .

h df . fll ... h "Wkexp I k""

set 0 poInts, It as been use rult u y to mInimize t e con- k - I
tinuous error [Eq. (2)] over a real variable z in the interval
[Z.,zb]' whenfand Ihk 1 are real, in the following manner. where I Wk I~ are the element weights, and
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pC,

d. = 21TX./A, for l<k<N, '

u = sin 9. - sin 9/,
Observe that the total range of u depends on the look direc- -"

tion 9/; for example, if 8/ = 0, then the range of u is the
closed interval [- 1,1], The peak response of T(u) should dB- occur at u = 0, so we normalize Iwithout loss of generality) -20

according to
N -~

TIO) = I = 2, W..
'-1

To realize small side lobes, we must minimize I T(u)1 for -..
all u values in some subset U of the total range of u. For ,...,., '" ,. u. ,

..".',- ".'.
example, if 81 = 0, the total range of u is [- 1,1], and U
could be the union of intervals [- I, - uo] and [uo,I], where FIG I Relative pattern for five elements railed

uo> Ois chosen small relative to I, For the special case of real
weights, since from Eq, (3), T( - u) = T*(ul, we could con- f 30dB I ' h ' k Th " f' "" 0 - re atlve to t e maIn pea, IS IS 0 course a
fine attentton to U = [uo,I], The normalization constratnt IS d d D I h-Ch b h d '

30-dB .

d' , ", stan ar 0 p e ys ev case an gIves - Sl e

mosteasllyaccountedforbysolVlngforwN andellmmatlng
I bes h h h '

[ 2 ] h'

t bta ' th 0 t roug out t e u range uo' - Uo, were

I ; we 0 In en Uo = O,0538117.~ Then 10% of the elements were randomly
T(u) = exp( - idNu) eliminated from the array, but the remaining weights were

- ,,2,'- I [ ( - 'd 1 - ( - .d )] (4) unchanged; this corresponds to five elements failing in the
w. exp 1 NU exp '.U. Th I . f h' ' I '

h'-1 array, ere atlve response 0 t IS partlcu ar array, WIt
Th ' s obi fit th f k fEq 'AI) ' th elements 7, 22, 40, 43,50 failed, is illustrated in Fig, I, TheI pr em now s e ramewor 0 , \ m e ap- , ,

d ' ' f ' d t ' r peak side lobe has Increased from - 30 to - 21.58 dB, a

pentxlwelenlY " .

degradation of8,4 dB, and there IS a large vanety of different
z = u, n = N - I, e.lz;a) = Tlu), size peaks,
j(z) = exp( - idNu), a. = w., When our method withp = 2 and m = 251 equispaced
h 'z)_ I 'd ) ( .d ) points in [uo,2 - uo] is applied to this defective array and the

.\ - exp -I NU - exp -I .u , remaining 45 elements are weighted with real coefficients,
Q.. = finite subset of U. (5) subject to the constraints that the mainlobe width be the

There has been no statement thus far as to the real or same as the idea! 50-element array and that the steering
complex nature of the weights I w. I, This distinction de- range in u be the same, the resultant array pattern is as dis-
pends upon the application and the capability of the beam- played in Fig, 2. The peak side lobe is now - 23.62 dB, an
former, Both cases fit the above framework; the only differ- improvement of 2,04 dB over Fig, I; however, there is still a
ence is that the number of unknowns to be solved for will be significant variation in the values of the side lobes due to an
twice as large for the complex weights as for the real weights. insufficient number of phase controls, namely only p = 2.

If the array is half-wavelength equispaced, then the The best real weights resulting from an increase in the
computed element weights will be identical to the classical parameter values top = 8, m = 50 I are displayed graphical-
Dolph-Chebyshev weights and can, in this instance, be com- Iy in Fig. 3, and the corresponding array pattern is given in
puted analytically, The general case of arbitrary spacings, Fig. 4. The gaps in Fig, 3 at locations 7, 22, 40, 43, and 50
however, cannot be computed analytically; yet the algo- correspond to zero weighting at the failed elements. Thegen-
rithm presented in this paper can always be applied, eral character of the weights is a bell-shaped one of all posi-

In the remainder of this section, we presume that the
elements are equispaced at half-wavelength, Then x. = kA / ,
2 and Eq. (31 becomes

N
T(u) = L w. exp( - i1Tku). (6) -I'

'-1
Observe now that T(u) in Eq.(6) has period 2 in u, regardless ..
of whether the weights {w. I are real or complex, or whether -20

some elements have failed, i.e., zero weight values, This
means that we can study and control T(u) in Eq, (6) over any -~
convenient u interval of length 2, and need not confine Ollr
investigation to [- 1,1], In particular, we concentrate on the
u interval '[0,2] in the following, -..

As an illustration of the capability of the minimization '" ~ ~."".-""I ,.. ,~ ,.. 2

technique of this paper, a 50-element, half-wavelength, equi-
spaced linear array was initially designed for peak side lobes FIG, 2, Relative pattern for p = 2, m = 251, real weights,
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always exists a set of real weights. Thus it is not necessary to
use complex weights in the case of line arrays to achieve best
possible side-lobe levels.)

The use of linear programming to design antenna arrays
is not entirely new. In McMahon et al.7 and Wilson,R linear

programming was used to synthesize desired complex trans-
fer functions to within 3 dB of the best possible side-lobe
level. Their method corresponds identically to takingp = 2
in the method presented in this paper, i.e., treating only the

II 111\ real and imaginary parts of Eq. (2).
I The computation of the real weights of Fig. 2 (where

. p = 2, m = 251, and n = 44) and of Fig. 4 (where p = 8,
'_1 Locollon ("050) m = 50 I, and n = 44) required 1.2 min/205 simplex itera-

tions and 38.4 min/402 simplex iterations, respectively. On
FIG. 3 Best real weights for p = 8, m = 501. the other hand, when the weights were allowed to be com-

plex Ireplacing n = 44 by n = 88, but leavingp and m un-
tive numbers, but there is significant fluctuation in the actual changed in both cases!, the computations required 7.0 mini
weight values, of the order of 10%. The pattern in Fig. 4 has 657 simplex iterations and 179 min/1262 simplex iterations,
a peak side lobe of - 25.20 dB, an improvement of3.62 dB respectively. The two of these four cases requiring the small-
over Fig. 1 but still 4.80 dB poorer than the ideal 50-element est CPU times encountered almost no system overhead due
array. to program size. However, the two cases requiring the lar-

When the weights were allowed to be complex and the gest CPU times encountered very significant system over-
maximum side lobe minimized in the same steering range head because their large memory requirements caused sig-
[uo,2 - uo] for p = 2 and m = 501 equispaced points in nificant usage of the virtual memory feature of the DEC
[uo,2 - uo], the best complex weights turned out to be virtu- VAX 11/780. The 38.4-min case required over 3.6 million

ally pure real, and the corresponding pattern was almost page faults, while the l79-min case required over 11 million
identical to Fig. 2. A much improved pattern for complex page faults. It is important to bear in mind that the DEC
weights was achieved when we tookp = 8, m = 501; in fact, VAX 1 1/780 is essentially a minicomputer, and that without
the best complex weights were real (within 10-6 relative er- virtual memory, only the largest mainframe computers
ror) and the pattern was the same as Fig. 4. Although we had could have solved either of these two problems.

anticipated a better pattern for the complex weight case than
for the real weights, that did not materialize; the best com- II. EFFORTS TO EXTEND THE METHOD
plex weights for this equispaced linear array with five miss- 0 b . bl . t ... th ' .. . .. ur aslC pro em IS 0 mInImIze e maxImum magnl-
mg elements were real. The reason for thIs behavIor IS un- t d f 1kn b " . ti . u e 0 comp ex error

own, ut It IS an encouraging result rom the array desIgn
viewpoint, for it indicates that there is no need to allow phas- e (z'a) = j(z) - i a h (z) (7)ing at the individual elements; gain alone will achieve all the " , k - 1 k k

side-lobe reduction that can be achieved. This conclusion is over a continuum of values of z, whenf, [hk J, and ! ak I are
drawn only for the half-wavelength equispaced line array complex. We immediately approximate this desired problem
with omnidirectional element response. (Recently, Lewis by discretizing the z variable to a finite number of values, in
and Streit6 proved, for a general line array steered through order to make the problem computable. Furthermore, at any
the same number of degrees either side of broadside, that z value of interest, we additionally discretize the number of
within the collection of all sets of best complex weights there phase errors we are willing to consider. To be specific, since

the algorithm in Barrodale and Phillips 1.2 applies only to real
. quantities, we consider the "projection" of a rotated version

of the complex error:

-,. P(z,lIi) = Re[exp(illi)e,,(z;a)l. (8)

Then, since the argument of complex error [Eq. (7)] is un-
.. known a priori, we let iii take on a finite set of values spread

-.. over any 1T radian interval, and minimize the magnitude of

projection [Eq. (8)] over all these selected iii values. This is
-~ equivalent to the method of the Appendix.

In an effort to eliminate this second discretization pro-
cess in iii, a perturbation method was put forth9 that claimed

-.. guaranteed convergence to the optimum weights for any giv-0 .. ~ ,. , ,.. ,. ".. fi ' d. f 1 Wh l '
d h'-"",-"", en rute Iscrete set 0 z va ues. en app!e to t e exam-

ples in Barrodale et al.,9 the proposed perturbation tech-
FIG 4. Relative pattern for p = 8, m = 501. nique did indeed converge. However, when applied to the
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following example, of approximation of exp(i3x) by the three rior, so as to better control these very likely locations of
basis functions I, exp(ix), exp(I'2x), over 100 equispaced maximum error. For example, we might use p = 6 in the
points in the domain [O,1T/4] in x, it sometimes failed to con- interior of a specified real interval domain of z and use
verge, depending on the initial weights employed. The rea- p = 12 or 20 at the two endpoints. This does not add greatly
son for this failure is that the "direction of the minimum" to the total computation, since there are generally far more
furnished by the perturbation is often totally irrelevant, and interior points than (two) endpoints. The program in Streit
the best scale factor to apply to this perturbation is very and Nuttall" may be readily used with different values of pat
small. Thus there occurs a small random meander in the different data points.
coefficient space, and occasional convergence to a nonopti- The p different phase shifts 1/1 selected in Eq. (8) have
mum point. A modification of this technique was attempted been chosen here to be equally spaced over a 180' span (along
wherein the magnitude of the perturbation was bounded. with their 180' mates). This is the most reasonable selection

\ Although this improved the situation somewhat, conver- in the absence of 0 priori knowledge of the complex error
gence to the optimum was not always obtained. magnitude and phase because it gives the best upper bound

It was thought that this meander in coefficient space in Lemma A2 of any set of phases. However, one could select
might be eliminated by tracking the exact z values at which any value of III to investigate the error; for example, different
Eq. (71 is a maximum. Recall that in the real case discussed in sets of values of III could be used at various values of abscissa
the Introduction, convergence to the absolute optimum over z. The program in Streit and Nuttall" may be used with any
a continuum of real z values was achieved in a practical ex- desired set of phases at any, or all, of the data points.
ample by re-evaluating the z points of maximum error and The potential for significant round-off error accumula-
using these in a recursive approach. When this idea was ex- tion is always present in linear Chebyshev complex function
tended to the two continuous variables z, III in Eq. (8), and approximation. For example, in approximating
only the 2n + 1 largest error points were retained, conver- f(x) = cos(llx) + i sin(3x) by a complex linear combination
gence was not obtained. When, however, the single "point" of the 12 basis functions I, exp(ix),...,exp(illx)on the interval
of a maximum, i.e., a pair of values (Zk ,l/Ik)' was replaced by a [O,1T/4], the complex coefficients of best approximation were
"patch", i.e., a set of values I (Zkp,llIkp) I covering the maxi- observed to be large in magnitude and to lie in all quadrants

mum point (Zk ,Wk)' the convergence to the absolute opti- of the complex plane; therefore significant numerical round-
mum for the examples considered was apparently achieved. off error occurred during computation of the residuals with-
The patch width in W was of the order of a degree in most in algorithm ACM495. Even if the coefficients of best ap-
cases. The problem with this latter modification is that a proximation had happened to be better behaved, serious
large number of computations of the error function and its cancellation error may still occur in some problems because
derivative must be evaluated, and the improvement over the of the very nature of complex arithmetic. It might, therefore,
method of the appendix is insignificant whenp there is large. be wise to use a double precision version of algorithm

If the final error in Eq. (71, after application of the meth- ACM495 routinely in complex Chebyshev approximation
od of the Appendix, is inadequate due to inadequate sampling problems to alleviate such cancellation errors.
in Z and/or Ill, it is possible, fora given coefficient set IOk I, to A sensitivity analysis on the optimum coefficients may
locate the point (z.. ,1/1..) at which Eq. (8) is largest, and then be in order in some applications to determine their utility.
use a gradient approach to decrease this maximum error at This consideration is completely independent of their nu-
(z.. ,Ill..). Of course, the particular point of maximum will merical accuracy. For example, in an antenna array design
jump around as the set lak] is perturbed; nevertheless, the problem where some elements are spaced significantly less
technique does converge (although slowly) and does lead to than a half-wavelength apart, it might well turn out that the
smaller errors at the maximum ofEq. (8) in a continuum for Z optimum coefficients need to be specified with a relative er-
and Ill. ror of better than 10-6. Then, although the mathematical

results may be correct and accurate, practical usage is pre-
cluded. This sensitivity can be determined by perturbing the

III. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY optimum weights a few percent and observing if a drastic

It has been observed that two of the locations of maxi- change occurs on the desired side-lobe behavior. (Such ar-
mum magnitude error often occur at the endpoints, if the rays are referred to as super-directive arrays.)
specified domain in Eq. (2) is a real interval. (For example,
see Figs. A I and A2. The example of real coefficients in Fig.
A I had one of the maximum error points at one endpoint, APPENDIX: MA THEMA TICAL THEORY AND
but not the other. However, if we had specified domain ALGORITHM
[-1T/4,1T/4] i.n that example,.we would have observed four Letfand h"...,h. be complex valued functions defined
peak-error pOints, two of whIch would have been at end- on the finite discrete point set Q.. = {z "...,z.. ]. For a com-
points, due to the conjugate property of the desired function plex vector a = (a"...,a. )eC', define the complex error
and the basis functions.) Since the endpoints may be the only
ones we can anticipate a priori and specify as locations of f(z)- i akhk(z)~e.(z;a), zeQ... (AI)
maximum error, an obviously useful procedure is to use k - ,
more values of phase shift 1/1 in Eq. (8) [alternatively, the The discrete linear Chebyshev approximation problem is to
angles 18 j J in Lemma A2] at the endpoints than in the inte- find a complex vector a = (a "...,a.)eC" so that
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E.(f)~ min maxle.(z;a)1 = maxle.(z;a)l. (A2) rc .p(f) = maxle.(z;o)I,
~c' ftQ. ~Q. ~Q-

The quantity E. (f) is called the discrete Chebyshev, or mini- where the complex vector oeC' is any vector satisfying (A4).
max, error of the approximation on the point set Qm' (The Then

restrictionofatorealval.uesisdiscussedbelow.). E.(f)<rc. (f)<E.(f)sec[1T/(2p)].We do not solve this problem exactly. An algonthm p . .
presented in Barrodale et al. 9 for its solution is erroneous; we Corollary A1.I. Under the condItIons of Theorem A2,

have discovered examples (see Sec. II) such that the recursive M.p(f)<E.(f)<rc .p(f).

procedure described there need not converge to a solution of The preceding corollary evidently gives excellent upper

Eq. (A2). We will show that problem (A2) can be replaced by and lower bounds on the discrete linear Chebyshev approxi-

a related approximate problem solvable by available linear mation error E. (f), and these bounds are readily available

programming techniques. The exact solution of this related after the numerical computation of oeC' and M. (f) has

problem yields approximate solutions ofEq. (A2). The error been completed. We point out that the above two theorems

in these approximate solutions to Eq. (A2) can be determined substantially generalize results in Barrodale et al.,9 p. 854.

and, in fact, made arbitrarily small, using the results we Using the Maclaurin series for sec x in Theorem A2

prove below; see Theorems A I and A2. gives the relative discrepancy

It can be shown by standard mathematical methods'O
that a vector a satisfying Eq. (A2) exists, although it may not 0 rc .p(f) - E.(f)

[ /(2 )] - Ibe . S iii . d. . kn h I . < <sec 1T p
unique. u clent con Itlons are own t at resu t m E.(f)

unique a, but we do not need these conditions here. There- ~ ( I )forenofurtherassumptionsonJ,h"...,h. orthepointsetQm = 82 + 0 -.-' as P-~'

are made. In order to proceed, we need the following results. p. p .. .

Proofs of all these results are given in Streit and Nuttall.' Note that thIs upper bound on the relatIve error IS mdepen-

LemmaAI Ifz=x
+, ' y where a d I th dentofJ, the point set Qm' the basis functions [hkl,andn.

. ,x n y are rea , en . . . .
We will now explIcItly formulate an overdetermIned

I I = ( cos 0 + s' 0) system of real linear equations to be solved in the Chebyshev
z - ~-::"r x y m . norm (to be defined) which is equivalent to solving the prob-

., lem (A4). Referring to the choice of 9 j 's in Lemma A2, we

Lemma AI. Let9j =1Tjj-I)/p,j= 1,2,...,2p,where bserv th to - +9 j '= I P and so fro mEq. . 0 e a p+j-1T J' ,..." , .
the Integer p>2. Letz = x +, y, and let (A3), we have

M= max (xcos9j +ysinOj). Gp+j(z;a) = -Gj(z;a), j= I,...,p.
j- 1...2pTh Therefore, we may rewrite Eq. (A4) as

en

M<lzl<Msec[1T/12p)]. M.p(f) = min max IGj(z,;a)l. (AS)
~c' """m

We are now in a position to describe a problem that we '"j"p

can solve exactly and that is related to the given discrete Now, breaking the following quantities into their real and

linear Chebyshev approximation problem (A2). Let the real imaginary components

and imaginary parts of the complex errore.(z;a) be denoted f( ) - ( ) + .
( )d ) . I F . al z-uz ,vz,by R.lz;a) an /.(z;a, respectIve y. or notatIon conve-

nience, we define, for any complex vector aeC', hk(z) = rk(z) + isk(z), k = I,...,n,
G j(z;a) = R.(z;a)cos 9 j + /.(z;a)sin 9 j' j = 1,...,2p, (A3) ak = bk + ;Ck' k = I,...,n,

where9"...,92p are the angles given explicitly in LemmaA2. we may write
We seek a complex vector a = (a"...,a.)eC' satisfying .,

R.(z;a) = u(z) - }: bkrk(z) + }: CkSk(Z),
f . G ( ) k-1 k-1

M.p( )~mln max max j z;a,
c" ftQ. j- 1 2p ~ ~~ /.(z;a) = v(z) - ~ bksk(Z) - ", ckrk(z),

=max max Gj(z;a). (A4) k-1 .k-1
ftQ_j-I 2p Gj(z,;a)=u(z,)cosOj+v(z,)smOj

With standard mathematical methods, it is easy to see that at - }:. b [ ( ) 9 ( ) ' 0 ]h .,...'
Th . b k rk z, cos j + Sk z, sm j

least one suc vector aeo.- exIsts. e connectIon etween k - I
the problem (A4) and the problem (A2) is explored in the '.
next few results. - }: ck[rk(z,)sm9j-sk(Z,)cos9j]'

. k-1
Theorem AI. Let p>2 be an Integer, and let

9j =1Tjj-I)/p, j= 1,2,...,2p.Then Note that Gj(z,;aj is a real linear equation in the 2n variables

M If) E(f) M (f)sec[1T/(2 )]. Ibkjand[ckJ,a~dthatallthecoellicientsofthisequation

. p <. < . p P are computable dIrectly from known data.

Theorem AI. Let p>2 be an integer, and let Define the mpX2n real matrix B in the partitioned

OJ = 1Tjj-I)/ p, j= 1,2,...,2p. Let form
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" Gj(z,;a) arranged in a special order. Therefore the problem
(AS) can be solved by computing a solution to the overdeter-

'0 mined linear system (A6) in the Chebyshev norm; i.e., the
largest magnitude component of the residual vector g - Bx

~ is minimized overall choices of the vector x.
- This equivalent problem in linear algebra can, in princi-

~ pie, be solved exactly and in a finite number of steps using
linear programming methods.1.2 Solutions of Eq. (A6) are

.. not required to be unique; every solution of Eq. (A6) is a

solution of Eq. (AS).
02 - An excellent algorithm, which we will refer to as ACM

495, is available in the Iiteraturel.2 for solving the overdeter-
0 Ii -t ~ t mined system of equations Ax = b. A linear program is set

. up and solved by the algorithm, so that knowledge of linear
FIG. AI. Error curves for real coefficients; m = II programming techniques is not necessary to use the algo-

rithm in practice. The computational procedure, internal to
[ BI DI ] the algorithm, actually solves the dual of the primal linear

B = B2 D2 program using a modification of the simplex method. The
: :' dual formulation of this problem is available.2.11 We will not

B D discuss the details of the linear programming technique in
p p

with the m X n submatrices this paper.
A very simple modification9 of ACM 495 yields an al-

B, = R cos (), + S sin ()" - gorithm for solving any real overdetermined system of linear
D, =R sin 0, -ScosO" t-l,...,p, equations in the Chebyshev norm subject to the additional

where Rand S are real m X n matrices defined by constraints that all the residuals be non-negative. For a gen-
eral system Ax = b, this problem takes the form

R = [r.(zj)]' S= [s.(Zj)]' ,
Also, define the real vector minimize max(b j - L a j.x. ),

x...x, "'1'" .-1
g== [gll,...,glm ,g2"...,g2m ,...,gp' ,...,g pm] T subject to the r constraints

of length m p, where ,

gj,=u(z,)cI?SOj+v(z,)sinOj' t=l,...,m; j=l,...,p. bj- L aj.x.>O, j=l,...,r..-1
Finally, define the real vector ." ..

The solutIon x I"..,x, returned by thIs modIfied algonthm IS
x = [bl,...,bn,c"...,cn] T correct, even though the residuals returned may be in error.

of length 2n. With this notation in hand, it is easily seen that The correct residuals, if desired, must be calculated directly
the overdetermined system of m p equations in 2n unknowns from the solution. Alternatively, if the residuals are required

Bx = (A6 to be n~n-positive, then the same modified algorithm will
g ) work WIth A and b replaced by - A and - b, respectively.

has a residual error vector, defined by Requiring non-negative residuals in the overdeter-
g - Bx, mined system (A6) has interesting geometrical interpreta-

whose m p components are precisely the m p real numbers toions.oFord e()xampl/e2' iThf we G~e P)=d2 Gin(Lem) ma A2'1then
1 = an 2=1r . us l\z;a an 2z;a aremereythe

real and imaginary parts of the complex error en (z;a), and the
lJ'. 2m components of the residual vector g = Bx are precisely

the real and imaginary parts of en (z;a) evaluated in all m data
.0" points. Therefore, if the system (A6) is required to have non-

negative residuals, we have forced the error curve to lie en-
0" tirely in the first quadrant of the complex plane. More gener-

ally, we may always constrain en (z;a) to lie in a given convex
..,. wedge-shaped sector of the complex plane with vertex at the

origin, by making different, but appropriate, choices of the
~ angles 01 and ()2'

Suppose, finally, that the complex solution vector aeC'
CXJ3 of problem (A4) is required to be strictly real, while f and

! h. j are complex. Then, in the vector x of Eq. (A6),
0 -'- -'-- . -'-- c, = ... = Cn = O. Thus the overdetermined system Bx = g,. . ,. . f .. 2 k. 0 m p equatlo~s In n un nowns can be replaced by a

FIG A2. Error curves for complex coefficients; m = II. smallersystemBi. = gofm pequations in only n unknowns,
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TABLE AI. Coefficient. for the real weight ca.e" cases. Note that p and the phase shifts 18 j J are as given in
Theorem A1.

m p a, a, a, The optimum real coefficients in Eq. (A8) for the prob-
II 2 0.936738-2.443144 2.518388 lemM.p(/)aregiven in Table AI for these choices ofm and

6 0.828404 - 2.280319 2.396455 p, and a plot of the magnitude of the error for several repre-
18 0.858547 -2.321885 2.425096 sentativecases is given in Fig. AI. The best approximation of
54 0.844146 - 2.301461 2.410611 II .d d . ... d d b 1001 5 d .

a casesconst ere Isallor e ym= ,p= 4,an Its
101 2 0936781 - 2443223 2.518458 error curve is plotted as a solid line; its maximum error is

6 0.831314 -2.284548 2.399525 0 1078 h. h . I. d .. h . I[ /4]18 0.865131 -2.331446 2.432033 . ,w IC tsrealze attwopomtsmt emtetV& 0,17' .
54 0.853823 - 2.315301 2.420506 The cases for smaller m (less sampling of the abscissa) and

1001 2 0.936785 -2.443232 2.518466 smallerp (less sampling of the phase of the complex error) are
6 0.831237 - 2.284448 2.399461 poorer; for example, the maximum error for m = 11,p = 2 is

18 0.865213 -2.331571 2.432127 0.1184 realized at only one point namely x = 1T/4.54 0.853443 - 2314772 2.420138' , .
We have not plotted the other error curves wtth real

coefficients for m = 101 and 1001, because they are indistin-

h h I . B~. d fi d . .. d guishablefromFig. AI,asaperusalofTableAI shows. For
were t e mpxn rea matnx IS e ne m partltlone .form b example, the coefficients for m = II, P = 2 are very close to

y those for m = 101, P = 2 and m = 1001, P = 2. Thus our
( B ) sampling in x is already "fine enough" at m = II. However,

~ B' there is a significant change in the coefficients as p is varied,

B = : (A7) for a fixed value of m; that is, p = 2 yields very coarse phase
: sampling of the error curve and should definitely be made

Bp larger.
where the m Xn submatrices B" Bp, are unchanged from The Chebyshev error curve (m = 1001, P = 54) in Fig.
(.A6), and the real vector x = [b"...,b.]T. A solution of A I realizes its maximum value at only n - I points, rather

Bx = g in the Chebyshev norm can be computed using linear than at n + I points, where n = 3 is the number of coeffi-
programming and algorithm ACM 495 as before. cients for this example. This is probably related to the fact

We illustrate the procedure by approximating the com- that we have minimized both the real and imaginary parts of
plex function/Ix) = exp(i3x) by a weighted sum of the basis the complex error, but have allowed ourselves to use only
functions 1, exp(ix),exp(la). That is, we seek to minimize the real coefficients.
magnitude of the complex error curve The solution of the problem M.p(/) for complex

) weights is given in Table All for the same choices of m and p
e)(x)~exp(i3x) - L Ok exp[i(k - 1)x] (A8) as above. Again, the change in coefficient values is more

k - I marked with p than with m. Magnitude-error curves for
over interval [0,1T/4], by choice of 0,,°2,0), by solving the m = 11 and 101 are given in Figs. A2 and A3, respectively;
problemM.p(/)ofEq. (A4). Two cases are of interest; in the the curves for m = 1001 are indistinguishable from those for
first, the coefficients! Ok J ~ are restricted to be real, whereas m = 101 and are not presented.
in the second, these coefficients can be complex. The number The Chebyshev error curve (m = 1001, P = 54) is now
m, of equispaced x values at which Eq. (A8) is sampled, is symmetric about the midpoint of the interval of interest and
taken to be either 11,101, or 1001, thereby ensuring that the has four equal error peaks of value 0.0147. This error is 7.3
smaller sample sizes are subsets of the larger sizes. The value times smaller than that for the real coefficient case. Also, the
of p, which is half the number of phase-shifted values of Eq. number of equal error peaks now equals 1 plus the number of
(A8) employed in the error minimization, is taken to be 2, 6, coefficients; whether this property holds generally is not
18, 54, again ensuring the subset behavior of the smaller size known.

TABLE All. Coefficient. for the complex weight case.

m p Re(a,1 Im{a,1 Re(a,1 Im(a,) Re(a,1 Im(a,!

11 2 0.364737 0.954343 - 2.021670 - 2.119639 2.669023 1.153207
6 0.378045 0.907888 - 2.016657 - 2.018598 2.648834 1.100488

18 0.373079 0.898715 - 2.003032 - 2.003205 2.639992 1.094451
54 0.371586 0.896504 - 1.999352 - 1.999473 2.637788 1.092947

101 2 0.362962 0.953469 -2.018255 -2.119960 2.667544 1.154238
6 0.376532 0.904026 - 2.012095 - 2.014055 2.646131 1.099461

18 0.370549 0.893500 - 1.995913 - 1.997062 2.635782 1.093144
54 0.368950 0.890017 - 1.991172 - 1.991196 2.632622 1.090777

1001 2 0.362947 0.953499 - 2.018253 - 2.120028 2.667560 1.154275
6 0.376502 0.903926 - 2.011979 - 2.013914 2.646047 1.099417

18 0.370711 0.893848 - 1.996440 - 1.997545 2.636145 1.093278
54 0.369179 0.890566 - 1.991954 - 1.991974 2.633175 1.091006
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0'0 TABLE AIV. Maximum magnitude error. computed over 2001 equispaced

points in [0.1T/4J

01S
Co II I Real coefficients mp ex

Imp coefficients
01'

I 11 2 0.118396 0.017097
«» 6 0.108780 0.015142

18 0.107890 0.015004
\ 54 0.107983 0.015005

p
101 2 0.118415 0.017329

6 0.108893 0.014946
~ 18 0.107967 0.014733

54 0.107813 0.014711

0 . . .!.!. -'- 1001 2 0.118417 0.017331
10 T 10' 6 0.108902 0.014950

. 18 0.107976 0.014735

54 0.107821 0.014712
FIG. A3. Error curves tor complex coefficients; m = 101.

Efficiency and timing estimates for actual calculation of
Upper and lower bounds on the discrete Chebyshev er- complex Chebyshev approximations by the method of this

ror E. (/) for the real and complex coefficient cases are given paper is an important consideration in some applications. If
in Table AIlI. These bounds are precisely those presented in we define an operation as consisting of a multiplication fol-
Corollary A2.l. They correspond to sampling the complex lowed by an addition, then it is known 13 that the number of

error (A8j both in the abscissa x and in the phaseofe3(x). The operations per simplex iteration required by algorithm
lower bounds monotonically increase with increasing m or p. ACM 495 is exactly the number of equations times the num-
The upper bounds decrease with increasing p, but increase ber of unknowns. In our case, the number of equations is
with increasing m. All these trends follow from the fact that m p, and the number of unknowns is 2n if the coefficients are
smaller sample sizes are subsets of the larger sizes. complex, or n if the coefficients are required to be real. Thus

However, the maximum magnitude error, evaluated the operation count per iteration is either 2nmp or nmp. The
over the continuum of x values in the interval [O,rr/4] (actu- number of iterations required is difficult to estimate, since it
ally computed on a dense discrete sampling space), obeys depends on the particular problem. However, in randomly
none of the these monotonic relations, as Table AIV demon- generated problems, it has been observed 13 that the number

strates. For example, the maximum error in the real case for of iterations, I, is approximately the number of unknowns
m = II, p = 18 is less than that for m = II, p = 54. Also, times some small constant c, where usually 1<c<3. (Similar
the maximum error in the complex case for m = Il,p = 6 is estimates have been observed 101. IS in more general linear pro-

greater than that for m = 101, P = 6. The reason for this grams as well.) Thus, in our case,I = 2cn if the coefficients
behavior is that we have minimized a discrete approximation are complex and I = cn if they are real.
to our problem of interest, sampling both in the abscissa x The CPU time should be proportional to the total oper-
and in the phase values of the complex error. However, the ation count, which equals the product of the number ofitera-
numerical discrepancies are small, as they must be for rea- tions and the number of operations per iteration. That is, we
sonably fine sampling in both variables. (A recursive gradi- expect the CPU time to be proportional to n2m p. For the
ent procedure could be used with any of these coefficient sets particular example here, however, we obtain an excellent fit
to improve the final maximum magnitude error if desired.) to the limited data in Table A V with the equation

TABLE AIIl. Bounds on the discrete Chebyshev error E. (f).

m p Real coefficients Complex coefficients
Lower bound Upper bound Lower bound Upper bound

11 2 0.083718 0.118396 0.012089 0.017097
6 0.105074 0.108780 0.013963 0.014456

18 0.107307 0.107717 0.014143 0.014197
54 0.107612 0.107658 0.014168 0.014174

101 2 0.083731 0.118414 0.012252 0.017328
6 0.105192 0.108893 0.014436 0.014946

18 0.107556 0.107967 0.014677 0.014733
54 0.107767 0.107813 0.014703 0.014709

1001 2 0.083734 0.113418 0.012255 0.017331
6 0.105191 0.108901 0.014440 0.014950

18 0.107565 0.107976 0.014679 0.014735
54 0.107775 0.107821 0.014704 0.014712
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TABLE A V Number of simplex iterations and CPU time significant numerical round-off error has occurred- In exam.

pIe (A8) above (p = 6, m = 101, complex coefficients!, these
Real coefficients Complex coefficIents . 1. . .

m p Simplex CPU(sl Simplex CPU(s) mequ.a Itt,es were observed numencally to hold to five (but

not SIX) significant digits. We conclude that the effects of

II 2 6 0.02 10 O.OS round-off errors, although visible in the results, are not sig-
6 8 0.08 IS 0.16 nificant in this example. (Single precision numbers on the

18 II 0.23 21 0.S8 DEC VAX 11/780h . I ..
S4 13 0.81 27 2.2S ave approXImate y seven signIficant de.

101 2 7 0.2S 10 0.40 cimal digits_)

6 9 0.73 17 1.60
18 13 2.65 21 5.78
54 IS 11.39 28 24.27

1001 2 9 3.05 13 5.00 'I. B~le and C. Phillips, "Solution of an Overdetermined System of
6 10 10.34 17 19.38 Linear Equations in the Chebyshev Norm," Algorithm 495, ACM Trans.

18 13 4816 24 105.47 Math. Software 1, 264-270(19751.
54 16 170.52 28 359.20 'I. Barrodale and C. Phillips, "An Improved Algorithm for Discrete Che-

byshev Linear Approximation," Proceedings of the Fourth Manitoba Con-
ference an Numerical Mathematics, edited by B. L. Hartnell and H. C.
Williams (Utilitas Math" 1975).

CPU time(ms) = 0.128 nl 13ml II pilI, 'A. H. Nuttall, "Some Windows with Very Good Sidelobe Behavior,"
., . IEEE Trans. Acoust. Speech Signal Process. ASSP-29 (I) (1981); [also in

where n = 6 If the coefficients are complex, and n = 3 If they NUSC Tech. Rep. 6239 (9 April 1980)].

are real. This fit was obtained by letting the exponents of n, 'R. L. Streit and A. H. Nuttall, "Linear,Chebyshev Complex Function
m, andp vary separately. Other examples, however, lead us Approximation," NUSCTech. Rep. 6403, Nav. UnderwaterSyst. Cent.,
t t-. t th t all New London, CT (26 February 1981).0 an Iclpa e a, more gener y, .'For an Noelement array and - t dB peak side lobes, we have uo = (21

CPU timea:n4mp)12, 1T)arccos(l/zo) where 2:o=[r+("-III/']'/" +[r-("-I)I/']'/!',

r= 10"lO,andM=N-I.
with a proportionality factor of the order of 0.01-0.03 ms, OJ. T. Lewis and R. L. Streit, "Real Excitation Coefficients Suffice for Side-
where n is either twice the number of approximation coeffi. lobe Contro.1 in a Linear Array," IEEE Trans. Antennas Propos. (to apo
cients if the coefficients are complex, or exactly the number pear); [also In NUSC Tech. Memo. No. 811114 117 Aug~st, 1981)].

.., 'G. W McMahon, B. Hubley, and A. Mohammed, "Design of Optimum
of coeffictents If they are required to be real. Directional Arrays Using Linear Programming Techniques," J. Acoust.

The CPU time estimates apply, of course, only to the Soc. Am. 51, 304-309 (1972).
DEC V AX 11/780 computer on which the calculations were 'G. L. Wilson, "Computer Optimization of Transducer-Array Patterns,"

rfi d Th .rt I .. t fth ' t II J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 59, 195-203 (1976).pe orme. evi uamemory1eaureo Issysema ows " B odl LMDeI dJCM " L ' Chb h A . . 1. arr a e, . . ves, an . . ason, Inear e ys ev pproxl-

very large problems to be solved; however, for sufficiently mationofComplex-Valued Functions," Math. Computation 32, 8S3-863

large problems, the system overhead incurred (page faulting, (1978).
and so on) may significantly and adversely affect these esti. lOG. Meinardus,Approximation ofFunctians: Theory and Numerical Meth-

t ods(Springer-Verlag,NewYork,1967),p.l.
maes- . .. '11.Barroda1eandA.Young,"AlgorithmsforBestL,andL.LinearApo

One method of detectIng the presence of SignIficant proximations on a Discrete Set," Num. Math. 8, 295-306 (1966).
round-off errors is supplied by the nature of the approxima- "In this case, we observe without proof that a I + VIa, + a, .0.
tion problem itself. That is it can be proven that 1'1. Barroda1e, private communication (18 December 1980).

, "G. B. Dantzig, Linear Progromming and Extensions (Princeton U. P"

Mo,(f)<'t' o,(f)<Mo,(f}sec[1T/(2p)]. Princeton, NJ, 1963), p. 160.
. . "E. H. McCall, "Performance Results of the Simplex Algorithm for a Set of

Once Mo,(f) and the coefficients have been computed m Real-World Linear Programming Models," Tech. Rep. 8(}.4, Comput.
algorithm ACM 495, these bounds may be checked to see if Sci. Dep" Univ. Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN (January 1980).
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